Meeting held at Cannington on Saturday, 29 June 2019

WEATHER: Overcast  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr G O’Dea, Mr C Kerr, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
   Injury: Race 5 & 10 DYNA DEAN (29/6), Race 7 BEE DEE (29/6), Race 8 MARCIAL (26/6)
   Ineligible: Race 1 MAUDE MONELLI (28/6)
LATE SCRATCHINGS:
   R23 - Race 8 MIKEY’S RANT x 10 days (2pm)
   R24 - Race 7 GRAN AMOR x 28 days (6.30pm)
WARNINGS:
   Race 8 - WILSHIRE GIRL - Racing ungenerously home straight
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 5 WEST ON AUGIE, Race 6 SIMPLY SOPHIE.

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening UP AND ABOVE (Race 1) and NOMADIC (Race 6).

Race 1 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:12 PM
(380M): WATER PISTOL, SUNSET PRADA & GO GETTEM JINGLE began quickly. SLEATER & UP AND ABOVE began slowly. WATER PISTOL, EZI PICK & SUNSET PRADA collided on the first turn. APPLIED, UP AND ABOVE & DEVINE TILLY collided on the first turn. UP AND ABOVE checked off the heels of DEVINE TILLY on the first turn, UP AND ABOVE lost ground. SUNSET PRADA checked off the heels of GO GETTEM JINGLE on the first turn. UP AND ABOVE checked off the heels of DEVINE TILLY on the second turn. EZI PICK & SUNSET PRADA collided on the second turn, SUNSET PRADA lost ground. UP AND ABOVE tailed off due to injury on the home turn. UP AND ABOVE raced with dislodged muzzle.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that UP AND ABOVE had a Right Hindleg Tarsal Fracture/Dislocation (Hock) and was humanely euthanased by the On-Track Veterinary Surgeon.

Race 2 - Mixed 4/5/City/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:35 PM
(520M): LAVA YOU BEAUTY began quickly. DANDALUP CASPER, PACIFIC OWL & WINSOME BOSSMAN collided soon after the start. DANDALUP CASPER checked off the heels of PURE PROJECT soon after the start. PACIFIC OWL, WINSOME BOSSMAN & TORNADO ALLEY collided soon after the start. PACIFIC OWL & WINSOME BOSSMAN collided soon after the start. DANDALUP CASPER & TORNADO ALLEY collided on the first turn. CHIPS AND TRAINS & PURE PROJECT collided on the first turn. DANDALUP CASPER checked off the heels of CHIPS AND TRAINS, shifted out and collided heavily with TORNADO ALLEY on the first turn, both lost ground. DANDALUP CASPER & TORNADO ALLEY collided in the back straight. GEHRING BALE checked off the heels of PACIFIC OWL on the third turn. PACIFIC OWL checked off the heels of GEHRING BALE & collided with WINSOME BOSSMAN on the home turn.

Race 3 - Best 8 Wa Bred Cannings (Final)/City/520 - Grade 5 - 7:55 PM
(520M): HERE COME JOSH, BANJO'S GIRL & MOTO DOLL began quickly. FABS GEM began slowly. HIGH ABOVE, MAJOR UPGRADES & HERE COMES JOSH collided soon after the start. FABS GEM checked off the heels of MOTO DOLL soon after the start. MAJOR UPGRADES & HELLO I'M STEELO collided on the first turn. HERE COMES JOSH, JERKY BOY & FABS GEM collided on the first turn, FABS GEM shifted out and raced wide as a result. HIGH ABOVE checked off the heels of HELLO I'M STEELO on the first turn. HERE COMES JOSH checked off the heels of JERKY BOY on the first turn. HERE COMES JOSH checked off the heels of JERKY BOY on the second turn. HELLO I'M STEELO checked off the heels of BANJO'S GIRL on the third & home turn. HERE COMES JOSH checked off the heels of JERKY BOY on the second turn. HELLO I'M STEELO checked off the heels of BANJO'S GIRL on the third & home turn. HERE COMES JOSH shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 4 - Free For All (s)/City/520 - Free For All (s) - 8:15 PM
Race 5 - Paradise Street Trophy (L) (Final)/City/600 - Open - 8:35 PM
(600M): WEST ON AUGIE began quickly. ROCKSTAR PATRIOT began slowly. PREMIUM SHARE checked off the heels of WEST ON AUGIE on the first turn. WISE RICCIARDO checked off the heels of PREMIUM SHARE on the first turn. PREMIUM SHARE & GRACE ALI collided on the first turn. PREMIUM SHARE & PAGANONI collided on the second turn. WISE RICCIARDO checked off the heels of GRACE ALI at the catching pen. PAGANONI checked off the heels of PREMIUM SHARE in the back straight. GRACE ALI checked off the heels of VERNE ALLEN on the fourth turn. ROCKSTAR PATRIOT checked off the heels of VERNE ALLEN on the home turn. ROCKSTAR PATRIOT checked off the heels of PREMIUM SHARE in the home straight.

Race 6 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:59 PM
(380M): SIMPLY SOPHIE began quickly. ZAFONIC FORCE, OWL PERFECT, REGAZZONI & WINLOCK TABATHA collided on the first turn. QUARA'S XAVIER checked off the heels of ZAFONIC FORCE on the first turn. REGAZZONI checked off the heels of WINLOCK TABATHA on the first turn. QUARA'S XAVIER & WINLOCK TABATHA collided in the back straight. WINLOCK TABATHA & COSMIC GAS collided on the second turn. REGAZZONI checked off the heels of COSMIC GAS on the second and in the home straight.

Race 7 - Grade 5/City/600 - Grade 5 - 9:14 PM
(600M): TANOAN CREEK began quickly. JUNK YARD MUPPET began slowly. JUNK YARD MUPPET checked off the heels of SNALLYGASTER on the first turn. BACK ON LAVA & EIGHTY EIGHT collided on the first turn. EIGHTY EIGHT checked off the heels of SNALLYGASTER on the first turn. EIGHTY EIGHT & SNALLYGASTER collided approaching the second turn. EIGHTY EIGHT checked off the heels of BACK ON LAVA on the fourth turn. EIGHTY EIGHT & TANOAN CREEK collided on the home turn.

Race 8 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 9:36 PM
(520M): SERG'S GIRL began quickly. NAUGHTY GUNN began slowly. KIOWA RECALL & LOVED UP MOMENT collided soon after the start. WILSHIRE GIRL checked off the heels of SERG'S GIRL soon after the start. AUSSIE SALUTE checked off the heels of SERG'S GIRL & collided with NAUGHTY GUNN on the first turn. LOVED UP MOMENT checked off the heels of AUSSIE SALUTE & collided with WILSHIRE GIRL on the first turn, WILSHIRE GIRL lost ground. NAUGHTY GUNN & AUSSIE SALUTE collided at the catching pen. NAUGHTY GUNN, SERG'S GIRL & AUSSIE SALUTE collided on the second turn. SERG'S GIRL & AUSSIE SALUTE collided on the third turn. WILSHIRE GIRL raced ungenerously in the home straight and connections were warned.

WILSHIRE GIRL was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Provincial/520 - Grade 5 - 9:52 PM
(520M): BLUNDERBUSS began quickly. FLY BY THEM began slowly. FIRST RULE & STALENBERG collided soon after the start. LOCKROD & FLY BY THEM collided soon after the start. SAVANNAH ASH checked off the heels of BLUNDERBUSS soon after the start. BLUNDERBUSS & FIRST RULE collided soon after the start. FIRST RULE & STALENBERG collided soon after the start. FERNANDO'S JEWEL & SUPER BLADE collided approaching the first turn. FIRST RULE & FERNANDO'S JEWEL collided on the first turn. STALENBERG & FERNANDO'S JEWEL collided on the first turn. FIRST RULE & LOCKROD collided on the first turn. SAVANNAH ASH checked off the heels of SUPER BLADE on the second turn. LOCKROD checked off the heels of FIRST RULE in the back straight. STALENBERG & LOCKROD collided in the back straight. LOCKROD checked off the heels of STALENBERG on the home turn.

Race 10 - Free For All/City/715 - Free For All - 10:07 PM
(715M): RAPPA FLASH & DYNA ORENTHAL began quickly. BOOM DOWN began slowly. RAPPA FLASH & DYNA ORENTHAL collided on the first turn. MOMENT TO JIVE checked off the heels of RAPPA FLASH on the second turn. BOOM DOWN & MOMENT TO JIVE collided at the catching pen. RAPPA FLASH checked off the heels of DYNA ORENTHAL in the back straight. RAPPA FLASH & DYNA ORENTHAL collided on the home turn.
Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/380 - Novice - 10:27 PM
(380M): UNO ROAD, BLUE DIABLO, SPRAY AND WIPE & BURN OUT BOY began quickly. SHIFTY ACE began slowly. PEPPA TWESO & LILLY TUX collided soon after the start. UNO ROAD & BLUE DIABLO collided on the first turn. BLUE DIABLO, SPRAY AND WIPE, BURN OUT BOY & PEPPA TWEDO collided on the first turn, PEPPA TWEDO fell and GAZZA MION hurdled the fallen PEPPA TWEDO. SHIFTY ACE checked off the heels of BLUE DIABLO approaching the second turn. BLUE DIABLO & LILLY TUX collided on the second turn, LILLY TUX stumbled. BLUE DIABLO galloped on the heels of UNO ROAD approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that PEPPA TWEDO had a Truncal Lumbo-Sacral Injury/Soreness and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 12 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 - Grade 5 - 10:42 PM
(380M): MISS MINI MION began quickly. PEYTON PLACE began slowly. SELECT TRICK & STICKY VICKI collided on the first turn. WHAT A QUESTION, SHE CAN PARTY & PEYTON PLACE collided on the first turn. STICKY VICKI galloped on the heels of SHE CAN PARTY on the second turn. PEYTON PLACE & KAYTWO MONELLI collided on the second turn. STICKY VICKI & SHE CAN PARTY collided on the home turn.

FINAL.